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Clause
no

Description of the existing clause Comments of CLW RDSO's Remarks

1.2.3  The latest version of the aforesaid standards, which have
been published at least 60 (sixty) days before the last date of
bid submission shall be considered applicable.

----- Clause has been modified
for more clarity in the
description.

3.1.4 The propulsion set which consists of transformer, traction
converter, auxiliary converter, hotel load converter and VCU
to be designed by contractor along with motorized bogie

 The propulsion set which consists of transformer,
traction converter, auxiliary converter, hotel load
converter and VCU to be designed by contractor
along with motorized bogie and flattened middle
cabs.

Agreed and corrected
accordingly

3.1.12 There are two concepts available for the power converter;
first one is same approach as adopted in existing locomotive
where two different converters, i.e., Traction converter and
Auxiliary converter as separate unit to be used with higher
ratings. Alternately, one integrated converter having
Traction, auxiliary converter and hotel load converter in the
same cubicle with common DC link can be used with isolation
transformers. The Contractor shall clearly indicate about the
use of any of these concepts in their offer.

…...Alternately, one integrated converter having
Traction, auxiliary converter and hotel load converter
in the same cubicle with common DC link can be used
with isolation transformers…..

Agreed and clause
corrected accordingly

3.2.2 Railways shall supply major items of motorized bogie like
traction motor with pinion, wheel set along with disc
brake/brake rigging system, axle box assembly and bogie
frame. The contractor shall have to carry out assembly of
motorized bogie with necessary modification required to
enable it fit for 200 kmph service speed. In this connection, all
other items like springs, dampers, hardware items etc. shall
be supplied by Contractor as needed for modification
purpose. After design validation by contractor, FEA results
shall also be submitted by contractor for evaluation by
Railways.

------

Clause has been modified
for more clarity in the
description.

3.13.1 Hotel load converter may be integrated part of the traction
converter as per Contractor’s design or existing traction
converters may also be used by providinged separate hotel
load converter as per CLW specification No.
CLW/ES/03/IGBT/490. Each Bo-Bo unit shall have 1x500 kVA
hotel load converter. In case hotel load converter is
integrated part of the traction converter, then the hotel load
shall be supplied through 960V separate hotel load winding
provided in Main transformer thus the DC links of traction
converter and hotel load converter shall be separate.  In case
separate hotel load converter are provided, the arrangement
shall be in such a way that isolation transformer and hotel
load converter of 500 kVA shall be placed on either side of the
middle modified cabs to ensure proper and uniform load
distribution. However, it shall only be permitted after
ensuring that this arrangement does not adversely affect the
center of gravity of each unit of Twin Bo-Bo locomotive. If the
center of gravity is affected then alternate arrangement of
installation shall be suggested by the contractor. In any case,
a provision of isolation transformer of suitable capacity shall
be made to provide 3-phase 4 wire (3-phase and Neutral)
supply system for supply to coaches without needing any
special modification in coaches. The hotel load converter shall
be fed by the 960V separate winding provided in the existing
main transformer.

(i) Traction converter with Hotel load converter
having separate feeding from 960 volt HLC winding
may be called as "composite converter" in place of
"integrated converter".

(ii) CLW "Specification for IGBT based composite
converter with traction converter and Hotel load
converter for three phase Bo-Bo (WAP-5)
locomotives" no. CLW/ES/3/IGBT/0518 ALT-B may be
added for reference.

agreed and clause modified
accordingly

3.13.1 Hotel load converter may be integrated part of the traction
converter as per Contractor’s design or existing traction
converters may also be used by providinged separate hotel
load converter as per CLW specification No.
CLW/ES/03/IGBT/490. Each Bo-Bo unit shall have 1x500 kVA
hotel load converter. In case hotel load converter is
integrated part of the traction converter, then the hotel load
shall be supplied through 960V separate hotel load winding
provided in Main transformer thus the DC links of traction
converter and hotel load converter shall be separate.  In case
separate hotel load converter are provided, the arrangement
shall be in such a way that isolation transformer and hotel
load converter of 500 kVA shall be placed on either side of the
middle modified cabs to ensure proper and uniform load
distribution. However, it shall only be permitted after
ensuring that this arrangement does not adversely affect the
center of gravity of each unit of Twin Bo-Bo locomotive. If the
center of gravity is affected then alternate arrangement of
installation shall be suggested by the contractor. In any case,
a provision of isolation transformer of suitable capacity shall
be made to provide 3-phase 4 wire (3-phase and Neutral)
supply system for supply to coaches without needing any
special modification in coaches. The hotel load converter shall
be fed by the 960V separate winding provided in the existing
main transformer.

(i) Traction converter with Hotel load converter
having separate feeding from 960 volt HLC winding
may be called as "composite converter" in place of
"integrated converter".

(ii) CLW "Specification for IGBT based composite
converter with traction converter and Hotel load
converter for three phase Bo-Bo (WAP-5)
locomotives" no. CLW/ES/3/IGBT/0518 ALT-B may be
added for reference.

agreed and clause modified
accordingly

3.15 New clause has been added for 25 kV HV Jumper Cable. ----- Provision to operate twin
Bo-Bo WAP-5 locomotive
with single pantograph has
been specified.

5.4 Scope of Work/Supplies… ------ Table has been modified
and new clause no. 5.4.2
has been added for more
clarity.


